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Research Background
Home gardens and green interiors have recently been
receiving increased attention owing to the rise of environmental
consciousness and growing interest in macrobiotics.
However, the cultivation of greenery in a restricted urban
space is not a simple matter, overgrowth or extinction occurs.
Also, it is important to achieve an aesthetic balance between
the greenery and the surroundings.
However, it is difficult for amateurs to imagine the future form of
the mature greenery.

Green-Thumb Camera:
Plant Recommendation agent available on user's smartphone

Problems and Approaches for Plant Recommendation
1. Plant selection in accordance with several environmental conditions
300,000+ species on the Earth, and their growth conditions involve a number of factors; sunlight,
temperature, humidity, soil (chemical nutrition, physical structure), wind * chronological changes.

Based on the essence of Precision Farming, we determine environmental factors using sensors on smartphone, then select a plant
Precision Farming: a farming management concept based on observing and responding to intrafield variations to maximized crop yields through optimized cultivation.

2. Visualization of the future grown form
- Aesthetic balance for both interior and exterior greenery
- Overgrowth. Some kinds of plant cannot be easily exterminated.

Visualization of the grown form by AR on the smartphone

(FYI) Invasive Alien Species

Sicyos angulatus (vine)

Papaver dubium (opium poppies)

What is “Green-Thumb Camera” ?
Android app., which checks environmental conditions using built-in sensors
of smartphone, queries to LOD cloud and
overlay a plant to fit the space using AR (cultivation support, aesthetic check)
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(3)Android Impl. (AR func., SPARQL query)

(1)Semantic Conversion Sensor info. to Env. Condition
Sunlight
Illuminance suitable for a plant. 4 levels {shade, light shade, sunny, full sun}.
Built-in illuminance sensor determines the current sunlight. If it is <300 lux, then it’s
shade area. 300-3000 ⇒ light shade, 3000-10000 ⇒ sunny, and 10000< ⇒ full sun.

Temperature (Lowest, Highest)
Range (min, max) of suitable temperature for a plant. But it’s a past monthly avg.
temperature for each prefecture from JMA, not the current temperature. For indoor
plants from Nov. to Feb., it refers to the avg. winter indoor temperature from WN INC.

Planting Season
Period (start / end month) suitable for starting to grow a plant (planting or sowing).
Determined by Calendar class. It’s set one month later in the south area, and one
month earlier in the north area, two months earlier in the northernmost area.

Planting Area
Provincial area suitable for growing a plant. To get the current area, we used the
GPS function on the smartphone, then classified the current location (latitude,
longitude) for the 47 prefectures in Japan, and determined the provincial area (9).

(2)Plant LOD&SPARQL for Plant Recommendation
Plant Recommendation Method
Ver.0 Multivariate analysis
- Priority factors differ depending on the plant.
Ver.1 Decision Tree
- Machine Learning. Reasons for recommendation are analyzed from tree
structure. 70% precision.
- Scaling up, since manual creation of training data is costly.
Ver.2 LOD&SPARQL

Why SPARQL in the field?
Trial-and-error search such that changing keywords and looking through
the result list repeatedly is burdensome.
SPARQL, which can specify the necessary semantics, would be useful.

Why “LOD” for Plant?
Several Plant DBs targeting gene analysis and medical applications are there.
But, impossible to unify the schemas.
Also, there are many practical gardening sites for hobbyists on the net.
Instead of a Plant DB with a static schema, we adopted the approach of
virtually organizing them using LOD on the cloud.

(2)Plant LOD&SPARQL

Overview of Plant LOD

Added 90 instances for Japanese Species to 10000+ defined instances
of Plant Class (and its subclass) in DBPedia Ontology, and
19 properties for plant cultivation to existing 300 properties.
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(2)Plant LOD&SPARQL Semi-automatic generation
Extract the necessary info. from the web and correlate it to DBPedia
Extraction Target
Plant name (Instance): easily collected from a list on gardening site
Property name: already defined the necessary properties for cultivation
Property value: value of the property for each plant
Extract <property, value> pairs for additional 13 prop. of 90 plants

Extraction Method
Structured Part (table, list)
Bootstrapping using the property name as a key: <property, value>

Unstructured Part (plain text)
Dependency parsing using the names of the property and the plant
as a seed: <plant name, property, value> (≒ <s, v, o>)

Clustering the pairs extracted from multiple sites, and sort by PageRank
Propose 1-best and 2-best, user select one.

(2)Plant LOD&SPARQL Process of LOD generation
Input seeds ”instance name (property_name1 OR name2 OR …)”
Get the list of web pages(100) by search engine (Google)
Get Google Page Ranks for each pages
Crawl the content of all pages in text format
header
navigation

Extract pairs of
(property, value)
by Bootstrapping
from structured part

plain text
list
table
footer

Extract triples of
<instance, property, value>,
or <“”, property, value>
by Dependency Parsing
from unstructured part

Filter the values with co-occurrence patterns of the property
Make clusters of values per a property, select a typical value for a cluster

Order the clusters with sum of Page Ranks, fix 1,2-best for each prop.

Output CSV and RDF file

(2)Plant LOD&SPARQL Accuracy of LOD generation

＞

Evaluation
If a binary choice is option, a correct answer can be proposed.
(never 100% after all, a human checking is required)
Boot strapping collects smaller, but correctly, Dependency parsing vice versa
Plan to weight the extracted values of the boot strapping

Comparison to NELL (T.M. Mitchell，
，ISWC09，
，AAAI10)
Both makes use of semantic resources for Large-scale NLP, but
Technical Difference: CPL>Dependency Parsing, Clustering, etc.
Target Difference: World (big granularity and few properties(5%)) >
Restrict the domain and raise the accuracy!

(2)Plant LOD&SPARQL Example of SPARQL query
Env. factors from the sensors in FILTER, and return Top 3 plants
in the reverse order of the difficulty. But, no conditional branching
like IF-THEN or CASE-WHEN in 1.0. Expect early fix of 1.1

Different conditions required for 2 cases: March to July and October to March.
Of course, possible using || and && in FILTER, but redundant…

(3)Android Implementation AR function, SPARQL query
Platform
Google Android 2.2+, Camera, GPS, illuminance sensor

AR Function
NyARToolkit for Android (marker type)
3D data (Metasequoia format)* 90 Plants

SPARQL Function
SPARQL query: predefined query templates with variables of
environmental factors
LOD analysis: XML format, android.util.XmlPullParser
Future issues
- JSON (LOD format)
- ARQoid (SPARQL query engine)
- androjena (Jena, reasoning engine)
ex) SPARQL Droid (Android App for ontology search by SPARQL)
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Conclusion and Future Work
Green-Thumb Camera: an ‘agent’ service for the smartphone
equipped with sensors, LOD and AR
Future Work
Apply this framework of environmental sensing > semantic
conversion > LOD Cloud in other fields.
・ Greening business, which addresses environmental concerns
・ Agribusiness in regard to the growing food problem
・ Observation of animals and plants, and study of ecosystems
・ Pinpoint weather prediction, etc.

Mobile and facility sensors in the field is prevailing, but applications are vague,
and sensor information is overflowing.
LOD has the potential to serve as an intermediary, converting the sensor
information and connecting it to the collective intelligence on the net.

